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ABSTRACT. The classes of the W-hierarchy are the most important classes
of intractable problems in parameterized complexity. These classeswere orig-
inally defined via the weighted satisfiability problem for Boolean circuits.
The analysis of the parameterized majority vertex cover problem and other pa-
rameterized problems led us to study circuits that contain connectives such as
majority, not-all-equal, andunique, instead of (or in addition to) the Boolean
connectives. For example, a gate labelled by the majority connective outputs
TRUE if more than half of the inputs areTRUE. For any finite setC of connec-
tives we construct the correspondingW(C)-hierarchy. We derive some general
conditions which guarantee that the W-hierarchy and the W(C)-hierarchy co-
incide levelwise. Surprisingly, ifC containsonly the majority connective (i.e.,
no boolean connectives), then the first levels coincide. We use this to show
that the majority vertex cover problem is W[1]-complete.

1 Introduction
Parameterized complexity is a refinement of classical complexity theory, in which
one takes into account not only the total input lengthn, but also other aspects of
the problem codified as the parameterk. In doing so, one attempts to confine the
exponential running time needed for solving many natural problems strictly to the
parameter. For example, the classical VERTEX-COVER problem can be solved
in O(2k · n) time, when parameterized by the sizek of the solution sought [8]
(significant improvements to this algorithm are surveyed in [9]). This running
time is practical for instances with small parameter, and in general is far better
than theO(nk+1) running time of the brute-force algorithm. More generally, a
problem is said to befixed-parameter tractableif it has an algorithm running in
timef(k) · p(n), wheren is the length of the input,k its parameter,f an arbitrary
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computable function andp a polynomial. Such an algorithm is said to run in
fpt-time, and FPT denotes the class of all parameterized problems that are fixed-
parameter tractable.

Parameterized complexity theory not only provides methods for proving prob-
lems to be fixed-parameter tractable but also gives a framework for dealing with
apparently intractable problems. There is a great variety of classes of parameter-
ized intractable problems. However, the most important of these classes are the
classes W[1], W[2],. . . of the W-hierarchy, on top of which there are the classes
W[SAT] and W[P],

FPT⊆ W[1] ⊆ W[2] ⊆ · · · ⊆ · · · ⊆ W[SAT] ⊆ W[P].

These classes were originally defined via the weighted satisfiability problem for
Boolean circuits. In this context Boolean circuits are allowed to contain NOT
gates,small AND and OR gates of fan-in≤ 2 and large AND and OR gates of
arbitrary finite fan-in. Theweftof such a circuit is the maximum number of large
gates on a path from an input to the output, itsdepththe maximum number of
all gates on a path from an input to the output. The (Hamming)weight of an
assignment of truth values to the input variables of the circuit is the number of
variables set toTRUE. A circuit is k-satisfiableif there is an assignment of weight
k satisfying it. Theparameterized weighted satisfiability problemp-WSAT(Ω) for
a classΩ of circuits is the problem

p-WSAT(Ω)
Input: A circuit D in Ω and a natural numberk.

Parameter: k.
Question: Is D k-satisfiable?

By definition W[t] is the classof parameterized problems reducible top-WSAT(Ωt,d)
for somed ≥ 1, whereΩt,d is the class of Boolean circuits of weft≤ t and depth
≤ d. Using this definition one easily verifies that the parameterized clique problem
p-CLIQUE (when parameterized by the size of the solution sought) is in W[1] and
that the parameterized dominating set problemp-DOMINATING -SET is in W[2].
In fact, these problems are complete problems for W[1] and W[2], respectively.

Some problems suggest to analyze circuits with other types of gates. For exam-
ple, let us consider the parameterized problem

p-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER

Input: A graphG = (V, E) andk ∈ N.
Parameter: k.
Question: Is there a set ofk vertices inG which covers a majority

of the edges ofG, i.e., is thereS ⊆ V with |S| = k and
|{e ∈ E | e ∩ S 6= ∅}| > |E|/2 ?
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It is not hard to reduce this problem to the weighted satisfiability problem for
majority circuits of weft 1 and depth 2 (see Section 5). The gates of such a circuit
are majority gates, that is, they are labelled by the connectiveMaj, which outputs
TRUE if more than half of its inputs areTRUE. Such a gate issmall if it has fan-in
≤ 3. What is the information that we can get out of this? This paper addresses
questions of this kind.

Besides the majority connective there are other quite natural connectives. We
mention the connectives

NAE (not-all-equal) (there are inputs set toTRUE and inputs set toFALSE)
U (unique) (exactly one input is set toTRUE)
c> (at mostc − 1 inputs are set toTRUE).
c≤ (at leastc inputs are set toTRUE)

(here we assume thatc is a natural number≥ 1). We call the connectivesc> and
c≤ thethreshold connectives.

The connectiveNAEhas the property that if we find an input set toTRUE and one
set toFALSE the value of anNAE-gate will beTRUE no matter what the truth values
of the other inputs are. Also the connectivesU , c>, andc≤ have the property
that a “bounded number of inputs determine the value”. The majority connective
Maj does not have this property. We call connectivesC which share the property
boundedin Section 2. The corresponding bound determines what should be called
a smallC-gate. This allows to define the W(C)-hierarchy in just the same way as
the W-hierarchy was defined. Using the boundedness it is not hard to show that
the W(C)-hierarchy is contained levelwise in the W-hierarchy.

The following observation leads to the reverse inclusion. AΠt Boolean circuit
as defined by Sipser [10] consists oft levels of large gates that alternate AND and
OR with an AND gate at the top and with the bottom level gates connected to the
input variables and their negations. Such a circuit is inΠ+

t if negations do not
occur and inΠ−

t if all variables are negated. It is well-known [4] that

• if t is even, thenp-WSAT(Π+
t ) is complete for W[t];

• if t > 1 is odd, thenp-WSAT(Π−
t ) is complete for W[t].

Let t > 1. Circuits inΠ+
t (if t is even) or inΠ−

t (if t is odd), written as proposi-
tional formulas, have the form

(1) ¬
∨

i1

¬
∨

i2

· · ·¬
∨

it

Yi1...it

with variablesYi1...it . Let C0 be the connective “defined” by the equivalence

C0[Y1, . . . , Yn] ≡ ¬
∨

i∈[n]

Yi.
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Then (1) shows that for every connectiveC “capable to simulate the connective
C0 by a circuit of weft 1 and of constant depth” the W(C)-hierarchy will contain
the W-hierarchy levelwise. This applies to the connectivesNAE, U , andc>. We
prove this result in a more general framework in Section 3.

In Section 4 we deal with the connectivec≤. The picture we gain is quite differ-
ent. For fixed depth the weighted satisfiability problem is solvable in polynomial
time. The parameterized weighted satisfiability problem for such circuits is
• W[1]-complete if the depth is bounded in terms of the parameter;
• W[SAT]-complete if the depth is logarithmic in the circuit size;
• W[P]-complete for circuits of arbitrary depth.

Finally, in Section 5 we deal with the majority connectiveMaj. We show that the
W-hierarchy is contained levelwise in the W(Maj)-hierarchy. While we conjecture
that W[t] ⊂ W[t](Maj) for t > 1, we can show that the first levels coincide. We
shall use this result to show that the problemp-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER is
W[1]-complete.

As circuits only containing the connectivesc≤ andMaj are monotone, by the
previous results we get W[1]-complete weighted satisfiability problems ofmono-
tonecircuits. Such problems for Boolean circuits are not known (however, com-
pare [7]).

2 Bounded connectives and its W-hierarchy
The set of natural numbers is denoted byN. For a natural numbern let [n] :=
{1, . . . , n}.

Contrary to the classical Boolean unary and binary connectives¬, ∧, and∨ our
connectives have no fixed arity.

Definition 1. A connectiveC is a polynomial time computable binary function
defined on all pairs(m, n) ∈ N × N with m + n ≥ 1 and with values in{1, 0}. 1

We interpretC(m, n) = 1 as “C outputs a ‘1’ (=TRUE), if it gets as inputm-
many ‘1’s andn-many ‘0’s.” Examples of connectives are the(big) conjunction

∧
,

the(big) disjunction
∨

, theuniqueconnectiveU , themajorityconnectiveMaj, for
c ∈ N thec-thresholdconnectivesc> andc≤, thenot-all-equalconnectiveNAE
defined by2

∧
(m, n) = 1 ⇐⇒ n = 0;

∨
(m, n) = 1 ⇐⇒ m 6= 0;

U (m, n) = 1 ⇐⇒ m = 1; Maj(m, n) = 1 ⇐⇒ m > n;
c>(m, n) = 1 ⇐⇒ m < c; c≤(m, n) = 1 ⇐⇒ c ≤ m;

NAE(m, n) = 1 ⇐⇒ m ≥ 1 andn ≥ 1.

2Whenever we writeC(m, n) we assume thatm + n ≥ 1.
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Finally, we define the(big) negation¬ (we denoted this connective byC0 in Sec-
tion 1) by (¬(m, n) = 1 ⇐⇒ m = 0).

Let C be a finite set of connectives (throughout this paperC will always denote
a finite set of connectives). AC-circuit D is a finite connected acyclic directed
graph with multiple edges; mostly we will call the vertices ofD gates. Each gate
of D of positive fan-in is labelled with a symbolC ∈ C. We then call it aC-gate.

Gates with fan-in zero are theinput gates; they are labeled withvariables
X1,X2, . . . or with theBoolean constants> and⊥. We only consider circuits hav-
ing exactly one gate of fan-out zero, theoutput gate. We letX, Y, Y1, Y2, . . . , Z
denote variables. We denote by CIRC(C) the class of allC-circuits.

A Booleancircuit is a{¬,
∧

,
∨
}-circuit. Throughout this paper we consider

that¬-gates have fan-in one.
The size‖D‖ of a C-circuit D is (number of gates ofD + number of egdes of

D).

An assignmentor valuation for a C-circuit D is a mappingV from a set of
variables containing all the variables occurring inD to {1, 0}. In the obvious
bottom-up way one defines the valueV(g) for any gateg of D, the main clause
being:

If g is labelled byC and has entries from the gates(gi)i∈I (where a
gateg′ occursm times in the enumeration(gi)i∈I if there are exactly
m edges fromg′ to g), then

V(g) := C(|{i ∈ I | V(gi) = 1}|, |{i ∈ I | V(gi) = 0}|).

The assignmentsatisfiesthe circuit if its value for the output gate is1. A C1-circuit
D1 and aC2-circuit D2 areequivalent, D1 ≡ D2, if they are satisfied by the same
assignments defined on at least all variables occurring inD1 or D2.

The weightof an assignment is the number of variables set to 1. A circuitD
is k-satisfiable(wherek ∈ N), if there is an assignment for the input variables of
D of weightk satisfyingD. For a setΩ of C-circuits, theparameterized weighted
satisfiability problemp-WSAT(Ω) for circuits inΩ is the following problem:

p-WSAT(Ω)
Input: A circuit D ∈ Ω andk ∈ N.

Parameter: k.
Question: Is D k-satisfiable?

A C-circuit where all gates, besides the output gate, have fan-out one is aC-
formula. They constitute the formulas ofpropositional logic with connectives from
C. Thus these formulas can be viewed as the strings obtained from the proposi-
tional variablesX1, X2, . . . and the constants> and⊥ by finitely many applica-
tions of the rule:
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If n ∈ N andα1, . . . , αn areC-formulas andC ∈ C, thenC[α1, . . . , αn]
is aC-formula.

We denote by FORM(C) the class of allC-formulas.

Definition 2. A connectiveC is boundedif there is ab ∈ N such that for all
m, n, n′ ∈ N with n, n′ ≥ b

C(m, n) = C(m, n′) and C(n, m) = C(n′, m).

We then say thatC is b-bounded. Clearly, if C is b-bounded andb < b′, thenC is
b′-bounded. The smallestb such thatC is b-bounded is denoted byb(C).

Example 3. The reader will easily verify that Maj is not bounded and that

b(¬) = b(
∧

) = b(
∨

) = b(NAE) = 1, b(U ) = 2, b(c>) = b(c≤) = c.

Weft and the W-hierarchy. Let C be a set of bounded connectives. LetD be a
C-circuit. A C-gate ofD is small if it has fan-it less than2(b(C) + 1); otherwise
it is large. A circuit is small if it only contains small gates. Theweft of D is
the maximum number of large gates on any path from the input gates ofD to its
output gate. Thedepthof D is the maximum number of (large and small) gates of
positive fan-in on any path from the input gates ofD to its output gate. We set

Ωt,d(C) := {D | D aC-circuit of weft≤ t and depth≤ d.}

By definition , fort ≥ 1, W[t] is the class of parameterized problems fpt-reducible
to p-WSAT(Ωt,d({¬,

∧
,
∨
})) for somed ∈ N. 3 The classes W[1], W[2], . . . con-

stitute the W-hierarchy. Furthermore W[SAT] and W[P] are the class of parameter-
ized problems that are fpt-reducible to the problemp-WSAT(FORM({¬,

∧
,
∨
}))

and to the class of problems reducible top-WSAT(CIRC({¬,
∧

,
∨
})). Therefore

we define:

Definition 4. LetC be a class of connectives.

• W[SAT](C) is the class of parameterized problems fpt-reducible to the prob-
lemp-WSAT(FORM(C));

• W[P](C) is the class of parameterized problems fpt-reducible to the problem
p-WSAT(CIRC(C)).

LetC be a class of bounded connectives.

3Recall the notions of parameterized problem and of fpt-reduction from [4]. Note that in [4] the
depth is defined without taking into account the¬-gates. Clearly, this difference has no effect on the
definition of W[t].
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• For t ≥ 1, W[t](C) is the class of parameterized problems fpt-reducible
to p-WSAT(Ωt,d(C)) for somed ∈ N. The classesW[1](C), W[2](C), . . .
constitute the W(C)-hierarchy.

Clearly, for a classC of bounded connectives, we have

W[1](C) ⊆ W[2](C) ⊆ · · · ⊆ W[SAT](C) ⊆ W[P](C).

3 Comparing the W-hierarchy and the W(C)-hierarchy for
classesC of bounded connectives.

We show that the W-hierarchy and the W(C)-hierarchy coincide levelwise for a set
of bounded connectivesC satisfying some further conditions.

Theorem 5. If C is a set of bounded connectives, then

W[t](C) ⊆ W[t] for all t ≥ 1 , W[SAT](C) ⊆ W[SAT], W[P](C) ⊆ W[P].

This result is proved in the full paper, due to the space limitations for this ex-
tended abstract. The proof is based on the following two facts holding for every
bounded connectiveC:

• Form, n ≥ b(C) we haveC(m, n) = C(b(C), b(C)).

• A C-gate with fan-in less than2 · (b(C) + 1) can be simulated by a small
Boolean circuit of constant depth.

For the last inclusion of the preceding theorem we do not need the boundedness
of the connectives inC, that is (see Appendix?? for a proof):

Proposition 6. If C is a set of connectives, then W[P](C) ⊆ W[P].

For converse inclusions we look for conditions onC that allow us to find a weft
preserving translation from Boolean circuits toC-circuits.

Definition 7. LetC be a connective.

• C is¬-closedif and only if there arem, n, r ∈ N such that

0 = C(m + r, n) 6= C(m, n + r) = 1.

• C is
∨

-closedif and only if there arem, n ∈ N such that for allr ≥ 1 and
s ∈ [r]

C(m, n + r) 6= C(m + s, n + r − s).

• C is monotoneif and only ifC(m, n) ≤ C(m + r, n − r) for all m, n ∈ N
and all r ∈ [n].
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Example 8. (a) c≤ and Maj are monotone. No monotone connective is¬-closed;
in particular, c≤ and Maj are not¬-closed.

(b) The connectives NAE,U , andc> are ¬-closed and the connectives NAE,U ,
c>, andc≤ are

∨
-closed (details in the full paper).

We say that a classC of connectives is¬-closedif at least one connective inC
is ¬-closed. Similarly,C is

∨
-closedif at least one connective inC is

∨
-closed.

We show in the full paper:

Theorem 9. Let C be a¬-closed and
∨

-closed set of bounded connectives. Then

W[t] = W[t](C) for all t ≥ 1 , W[SAT] = W[SAT](C), W[P] = W[P](C).

For the last equality, we do not need the boundednessof the connectives.

Corollary 10. The W-hierarchy and the W(C)-hierarchy coincide levelwise and
the classes W[SAT] and W[SAT](C) and the classes W[P] and W[P](C) coincide

• for C = {¬,
∧

,
∨

, NAE, U, c1>, . . . , cs>, c′1≤, . . . , c′r≤}, wheres, r ∈ N
andc1, . . . , cs, c

′
1, . . . , c

′
r ≥ 1.

• for C = {NAE}, C = {U}, andC = {c>}, wherec ≥ 1.

4 The Threshold Connectivesc≤
In the following, forC = {C}, we often writeC-circuit instaed ofC-circuit and
use analogous conventions for other notions.

From Section 2, we know that the threshold connectives of the formc≤ with
c ≥ 1 are monotone and bounded. By the second property, we get from Theorem 5

W[t](c≤) ⊆ W[t]

for all t ≥ 1. However, we can even show that W[t](c≤) is contained in PTIME
(details in the full paper):

Theorem 11. Let c, d ≥ 1. There is a polynomial time algorithm that, given a
c≤-circuit D of depth≤ d andk ∈ N decides whetherD is k-satisfiable.

The previous result shows that, forC = {c≤}, the W-hierarchy and the W(C)-
hierarchy do not coincide levelwise; however, W[P] and W[P](C) coincide as
shown by Theorem 12 below. We formulate this theorem (proved in the full paper)
in such a way that it yields weighted satisfiability problems ofc≤-circuits complete
for the classes W[1], W[SAT], and W[P].

Let f : N × N → N be a computable function. Theweighted satisfiability
problemp-WSAT(c≤, f) of c≤-circuits of depthf is given by
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p-WSAT(c≤, f)
Input: k ∈ N and a purec≤-circuit D of depth≤ f(k, ‖D‖).

Parameter: k.
Question: DoesC have a satisfying assignment of weightk?

With p-WSAT(smallc≤; f) we denote the corresponding problem where the
input circuit is required to be small in addition.

Theorem 12. Let c > 1.

(a) p-WSAT(CIRC(c≤)) is W[P]-complete under fpt-reductions.

(b) For sufficiently larged the problemp-WSAT(smallc≤; d · log n) (more
precisely, the problemp-WSAT(smallc≤; f), wheref(k, n) := d · logn)
is W[SAT]-complete under fpt-reductions.

(c) Let f be a computable function depending only on the first argument (that
is, f(k, n) = g(k) for some computableg) and assume thatf(k, n) ≥
2 + 2 logk for all k ∈ N. Thenp-WSAT(c≤, f) is W[1]-complete under
fpt-reductions.

5 The Majority Connective
We have seen that the majority connectiveMaj is neither bounded nor¬-closed.
In particular, the notion of smallMaj-gate is not defined so far. As

(2) (Y1 ∧ Y2) ≡ Maj[Y1, Y2] and (Y1 ∨ Y2) ≡ Maj[>, Y1, Y2],

it seems to be natural to identifysmall Maj-gates withMaj-gates of fan-in less than
or equal to three. Furthermore, we have:

(3)
∨

i∈[n]

Yi ≡ Maj[Y1, . . . , Yn,>, . . . ,>︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

];
∧

i∈[n]

Yi ≡ Maj[Y1, . . . , Yn,⊥, . . . ,⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1 times

].

Finally, for pairwise distinct variablesY1, . . . , Yn andi ∈ [n] the following for-
mulas are satisfied by the same assignments of weightk to these variables, where
2k ≤ n,

(4) ¬Yi and Maj[Y1, . . . , Yi−1, Yi+1, . . . , Yn, >, . . . ,>︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1−2k+2 times

].

In general, theMaj-gate in the formula on the right hand side will be large. Using
these equivalences one gets (details in the full paper):

Theorem 13. W[P]=W[P](Maj).
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In order to prove our next claim we consider the problemp-MAJORITY-VERTEX-
COVER defined in Section 1, which given a graph and a natural numberk asks
for a set ofk vertices covering the majority of the edges. Even though the pa-
rameterized vertex cover problem is fixed-parameter tractable, we will show the
W[1]-completeness of this variant. First we obtain:

Lemma 14.

(a) p-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER ∈ W[1](Maj).

(b) p-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER is W[1]-hard under fpt-reductions.

Proof. Let (G, k) be an instance ofp-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER. We construct
a Maj-circuit D of weft 1 and depth 2 such that

(G, k) ∈ p-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER ⇐⇒ D is k-satisfiable. (5)

Let G = (V, E) andn = |V | andm = |E|. The setV together with an additional
gate will be the set of input gates ofD; vertexv is labelled by a variableXv and
the additional gate by>. Beyond these input gates we have a level ofMaj-gates of
fan-in3, one for each edgee ∈ E. The gate associated with the edgee = {u, v}
is connected to the gatesu, v and the gate labelled by>. Note that all theseMaj-
gates are small and each of them is satisfied by an assignment if and only if the
edge associated with this gate is incident to at least one vertex selected by the
assignment. Finally the circuitD has as output a furtherMaj-gate which receives
its input from all the smallMaj-gates.

One easily verifies that (5) holds and thus(G, k) 7→ (D, k) is an fpt-reduction
from p-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER to p-WSAT(Ω1,2(Maj)); hence the former
problem is in W[1](Maj).

We obtain part (b) by reducing the W[1]-complete problem parameterized in-
dependent set problemp-INDEPENDENT-SET to p-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER

(details in the full paper). �

By this lemma we know that W[1] ⊆ W[1](Maj). We can even show that the
two classes coincide. Fort > 1 we only get the inclusion and we conjecture that
this inclusion is strict, W[t] ⊂ W[t](Maj) for t > 1.

Theorem 15. W[1] = W[1](Maj) and W[t] ⊆ W[t](Maj) for t > 1.

This result is proven in the full paper. Together with the previous lemma, we
get:

Corollary 16. p-MAJORITY-VERTEX-COVER is W[1]-complete under fpt-reductions.
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6 Conclusions
We have seen (cf. Theorem 5) that in revisiting the original definition of the W-hi-
erarchy by means of Boolean circuits (large andsmall), we can explore the con-
cept of circuit weft (or more simply,large gate depth, in the context of overall
bounded depth) by considering gates labelled by arbitrary bounded connectives.
The majority connective is not bounded, nevertheless the first level of the cor-
responding hierarchy coincides with W[1]. For higher levels we only know that
W[t] ⊆ W[t](Maj). There are various open questions related to the question
whether these classes are distinct. For example, let us consider the majority ver-
sions of the W[2]-complete parameterized dominating set problemp-DS and of
the hitting set problemp-HS.

p-MAJ-DS
Input: A graphG andk ∈ N.

Parameter: k.
Question: DoesG have a set ofk vertices dominating the

majority of vertices?

p-MAJ-HS
Input: A hypergraphH andk ∈ N.

Parameter: k.
Question: DoesH have a set ofk vertices hitting the major-

ity of hyperedges?

Here a setS of vertices in a graphG = (V, E) dominatesa vertexu if u ∈ S
or there is av ∈ S such that{u, v} ∈ E. A set S of vertices in a hypergraph
H = (V, E) hitsan hyperedgee ∈ E if S ∩ e 6= ∅.

What we know about the relationship between these problems is contained in
the following theorem proven in the full paper:

Theorem 17.

(a) p-DS≤fpt p-MAJ-DS≡fpt p-MAJ-HS.

(b) p-MAJ-HS∈ W[2](Maj).

We close by mentioning two open problems in connection with the previous
theorem explicitly:

• Is p-MAJ-DS≤fpt p-DS?

• Is p-MAJ-HS hard under fpt-reductions for the class W[2](Maj)?
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